Show your UNL colors

Buy a UNL Mathematics T-Shirt for $15

GILDAN Cotton Blend
Silkscreen Mathematics graphic across the front. Choice of BLANK back OR ‘There is no place like Nebraska’ lyrics in math (see right).

Color: Dark Heather Gray
Sizes: S, M, L, XL (2XL and 3XL available, allow extra delivery time)

Where has your T-shirt been?
Send us photos of you wearing your Math Department T-shirt! At right: Jim Lewis at MAA headquarters in D.C.

‘There is no place like Nebraska’

\[
\hat{p} \in S^2 \text{ s.t. } p \sim \chi \text{ true blue}(x) = 1 \quad \forall x \in \sup \{\|r_x(t,w) - r_y(t,w)\| : x, y \in \mathbb{T}_d \leq M, \ t \gg 0\} \quad \forall w \in \{\text{weather}\}
\]

There is no place like Nebraska.
Dear old Nebraska U.
Where the girls are the fairest,
The boys are the squarest.
Of any old school that I knew.

There is no place like Nebraska.
Where they’re all true blue.
We’ll stick together,
In all kinds of weather.
For dear old Nebraska U.

UNL Department of Mathematics T-Shirt Order Form

Name: ____________________________________________ E-mail: ____________________________

Phone Number (best to reach you): ____________________________

SIZE | QTY | BACK - indicate: BLANK or LYRICS
---|---|---
S | | |
M | | |
L | | |
XL | | |
2XL | | |
3XL | | |

☐ I will pick up at 203 Avery  ☐ Ship to address below

Shipping Address: ____________________________________________

City: ____________________________ Zip: ____________________________

State: _______  Country: ____________________________

☐ If a red shirt option becomes available in the future, I would be interested in buying one.

MAKE PAYMENT OUT TO: UNL  Total Shirts Ordered: _____ x $15.00 = Total Payment Enclosed: $_________

Mail check to: Math Dept T-Shirt, 203 Avery Hall, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0130

www.math.unl.edu/friends
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